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The state-owned oil company Saudi Aramco will float 1.5 per cent of its 

shares in an initial public offering (IPO) on the Riyadh stock exchange in 

December of this year. The long-awaited and often-postponed IPO marks a 

cornerstone of the Vision 2030 diversification strategy of crown prince and 

de facto ruler Muhammad bin Salman. It comes at a time when the oil price 

remains subdued as a result of the United States shale revolution; it might 

also be affected in the medium term by renewable energy transitions and 

growing e-mobility.

 • The IPO is expected to be priced below the USD 2 trillion market value that Mu-

hammad bin Salman initially envisaged. With a possible value of USD 1.6–1.7 

trillion, Aramco would still rival the largest IPO ever: the USD 25 billion IPO of 

the Chinese firm Alibaba in 2014. 

 • Saudi Aramco is the producer with the lowest costs in the world of oil, while 

the greenhouse gas emissions from its production facilities are relatively small 

compared to its competitors. With its petrochemical expansion strategy it is 

well positioned to serve petrol eum product markets such as plastics. Even in a 

world of stagnating or declining oil demand in the medium term, Saudi Aramco 

will likely show considerable perseverance.

 • Oil remains paramount for the Saudi state, its budget, exports, and its econ-

omy. The Aramco IPO is part of a larger quest for economic diversification, and 

indeed for the consolidation of power in the hands of the crown prince. 

Policy Implications
European politicians should still engage with Saudi Arabia economically, while 

using such engagement to pressure the country on human rights and regional 

stability. Otherwise, Saudi Arabia will increasingly turn to Asia – to where it 

already exports 70 per cent of its oil. What was once a mere buyer–seller rela-

tionship could gain in strategic depth. 
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The Aramco Initial Public Offering: Promises and Hurdles

Plans for the Aramco initial public offering (IPO) were first announced in 2016 as 

part of Vision 2030, a much-touted strategy document written with the help of in-

ternational consultants that postulated the transition of Saudi Arabia into a post-oil 

age. Muhammad bin Salman (MbS), today Saudi Arabia’s crown prince and de facto 

ruler, at that time went so far as to posit that the kingdom would be independent of 

oil within two decades, a plan and timeline that was widely regarded as unrealistic. 

After the initial hype, stumbling blocs became apparent. Markets deemed the 

USD 2 trillion valuation that MbS envisaged as overly ambitious. The Saudi econo-

mist and businessman Essam al-Zamil, who publicly doubted the crown prince’s 

valuation goal, was even arrested on “terrorism” charges. The possible listing on 

an international stock exchange like New York or London led to concerns about the 

 legal liabilities of Aramco for lawsuits that have been brought forward against its ma-

jority owner, the Saudi state. Examples would include the case of family members of 

9/11 victims who pressed charges against Saudi Arabia for the alleged involvement 

of Saudi government employees in the preparation of the attacks. Internally, tech-

nocrats within Aramco were opposed to the growing role of the Public Investment 

Fund (PIF) in affairs pertaining to the core business of the company. The PIF has 

been transformed into an internationally active investment vehicle  under the close 

control of MbS. The technocrats resented the use of Aramco money for risky high-

profile investments in international companies such as Uber, Tesla, and  WeWork. 

Instead, they advocated for a continuation of the petrochemical expansion strategy 

which Saudi Arabia has pursued since the foundation of the state-owned company 

SABIC in the 1970s. As a result, the IPO was postponed a number of times – most 

notably in 2018, when King Salman personally intervened and reined in his son’s 

ambitious plans.

In October 2019, Aramco tested the waters when it announced that it would 

float up to 3 per cent of its share capital on the stock exchange of Riyadh in Decem-

ber of the same year – being less than the initially envisaged 5 per cent. Valuation 

estimates of the company vary hugely, from USD 1.2 to USD 2.3 trillion, depending 

on assumptions (e.g. oil price and production levels) and perceptions (e.g. of geo-

pol itical and legal risk factors). The reaction of international investors was luke-

warm; when the book-building period started on 17 November it was announced 

that only 1.5 per cent of the share capital would be offered and that investors could 

make offers within a range of SAU 30–32 per share, which would be equivalent to a 

USD 1.6–1.7 trillion valuation. At this level of market capitalisation, Aramco’s IPO 

of 1.5 per cent of its share capital would rival Chinese firm Alibaba’s IPO in 2014 

– the world’s largest so far, at USD 25 billion. If successful, the IPO would make 

Aramco the most valuable publicly listed company in the world, with a market capi-

talisation larger than Apple (USD 1.14 trillion) and Alphabet, Google’s parent com-

pany (USD 1.13 trillion), and far larger than Exxon (USD 295 billion) – currently the 

most expensive listed oil company. 

With a USD 1.6–1.7 trillion valuation the yield of the dividends paid by Aramco 

would be slightly lower than some of its international competitors, a fact that has 

not gone unnoticed among international investors. Lower oil prices in the wake of 

the United States shale revolution are another risk factor. So are environmental 

legislation and the expansion of e-mobility, which could lead to demand destruction 
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in some segments of the petroleum products market. Geopolitical risk perceptions 

loom large since the attack on the Abqaiq oil processing facility and the Khurais 

oilfield in September 2019, which was presumably sponsored if not facilitated by 

Iran. Another issue are the limited rights of minority shareholders to influence deci-

sions at a company that is opaque and whose majority shareholder continues to be 

the Saudi state. As any state, its interests go beyond mere profit maximisation. This 

concern is particularly prevalent currently, as it is still unclear whether there will 

be a listing on an international stock exchange like New York or London later on (as 

was initially planned). The legal certainties and disclosure requirements of such an 

exchange would be more tested and trusted than those of the one in Riyadh.

Large anchor investors are crucial for a successful IPO. To attract international 

investors and sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) such as the Abu Dhabi Investment 

Authority (ADIA) or Singapore’s GIC, Aramco has sweetened the pie by guarantee-

ing a dividend of USD 75 billion until 2024, changing royalty rates and lowering 

the tax rate for Aramco’s refining and chemicals business. This might have come at 

a cost, as the company announced a significant reduction in its long-term capital 

spending over the next two years. Considerable hesitancy remains. Russian SWF 

Direct Investment Fund has announced its decision not to invest, as it tries to avoid 

additional exposure to hydrocarbon assets – even though it has already entered a 

strategic partnership with Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates regarding 

technology investments. Other large SWFs, university endowments, foundations, 

and pension funds have divested from hydrocarbon assets in general in recent 

years, as public pressure over environmental sustainability has grown. Examples 

include the Norwegian SWF Government Pension Fund Global, Singaporean SWF 

Temasek, the Rockefeller Foundation, Axa Insurance, and the University of Cali-

fornia. The declining allure of energy stocks can be seen by their reduced weight in 

stock indices. Their share in the S&P 500 Index dipped below 5 per cent in 2019, 

one-third lower than a decade before. 

To ensure a successful IPO, local business families have been encouraged to 

invest – a decision that will not be made on purely commercial grounds. They are 

dependent on the state via subcontracting, and some of them were arrested in Riy-

adh’s Ritz Carlton in 2017 in an ostensible anti-corruption drive. The Saudi govern-

ment has also promised to provide generous credit lines to business families and 

ordinary citizens to finance the purchase of Aramco shares. This could divert capital 

from investments in the domestic non-oil economy. It also raises questions about 

past stock market booms and busts that have left leveraged retail investors vulner-

able and exposed (Woertz 2006). If the IPO price was too high and/or followed by 

corrections, it could prompt such retail investors to direct their grievances towards 

the very state that sold them the shares in the first place. 

Petrochemical Strategy and the Saudi Public Investment Fund

Aramco is the crown jewel of the Saudi economy. The company pays the Saudi gov-

ernment a 20 per cent royalty fee and a 50 per cent tax on its profits. Without its 

oil revenues, the modern Saudi state and its society would be unthinkable (Vitalis 

2007; Hertog 2010b). The petroleum sector currently accounts for 42 per cent of 

Saudi gross domestic product, 87 per cent of the government budget, and 90 per-
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cent of exports (Forbes 2018). With the oil revenues from Aramco, the Saudi state 

finances public sector employment and welfare payments – but also issues subcon-

tracts that are crucial for private businesses in the non-oil sector, such as construc-

tion. The fall in the oil price since 2014 has hit Saudi Arabia hard. It had to repatri-

ate assets and issue debt to finance current expenditure. In 2018, it introduced a 

5 per cent VAT for the first time. To keep a lid on costs it cut subsidies and public 

sector benefits, but made a partial about-turn in 2017, in fear of the effects on public 

opinion. The social contract of the country is “no taxation and no representation”; 

the state provides transfer payments from oil rents and expects political acquies-

cence in return.

Aramco is a reasonably well-managed company, a “pocket of efficiency”: the 

Saudi state has insulated it from bloated bureaucratic structures of rent redistri-

bution and political interference to ensure its professional management (Hertog 

2010a). The process of nationalisation in the 1970s was gradual and cordial. It did 

not have the hallmarks of abrupt change, revolutionary rhetoric, and politicisation 

that accompanied the nationalisation of oil companies in other places such as Iraq, 

Libya, and Venezuela. The Saudis maintained professionalism, working procedures, 

and much of the personnel of the formerly American company. 

Since the 1970s, Saudi Arabia has successfully diversified into petrochemicals 

to enhance the value chains of its oil production (Luciani 2012). The country has 

invested in shipping companies, storage facilities, and refineries abroad to cultivate 

customer relations. Most of these are in Asia, to where over 70 per cent of Saudi 

Arabia’s oil exports go. In 2019, Aramco bought a 20 per cent stake in the refining 

business of Indian conglomerate Reliance for USD 15 billion. Since the turn of the 

century, Saudi Arabia has built a number of new deep conversion refineries at home 

and exported increasingly refined products such as diesel rather than just crude oil. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) expects that petrochemicals will account for 

almost half of oil demand growth until 2050.

There is a division of labor between Aramco and SABIC in the Saudi petrochem-

ical sector. The latter was established in 1976 to commercialise the large volumes 

of associated natural gas that were flared at that time as an unwanted by-product of 

oil production. Aramco focuses on liquid oil products such as naphta, which is then 

processed into chemicals in two Aramco joint ventures: Sadara Chemical Company 

and Petro Rabigh. SABIC in turn specialises in products that are derived from gases 

such as methane, ethane, propane, and butane, which it processes into a large var-

iety of chemicals – among them fertilisers. SABIC has developed into the fourth-

largest chemical company in the world in terms of sales, has acquired a string of 

foreign companies, and is today Europe’s largest ethylene producer (Seznec 2019).

In 2019, Aramco purchased the 70 per cent stake of SABIC from the PIF for a 

price of USD 69 billion (the remaining 30 per cent is held by smallholders and other 

investors from among the general public). Aramco partly financed the takeover by 

issuing bonds worth USD 12 billion. This merger is part of Aramco’s strategy to be-

come a more prominent player in natural gas, increase synergies between refining 

and petrochemicals, and expand into specialty chemicals and advanced plastics – 

that in order to compete more effectively with international oil companies (IOCs). 

The merged entity will also be more competitive with chemical giants like BASF, 

Bayer, or DowDuPont.
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The purchase was part of a thorough expansion and transformation of the PIF 

as well. It used to be a sleepy and passive fund under the direction of the apolitical 

Ministry of Finance, simply a vehicle to hold the large domestic company stakes of 

the Saudi state – such as those of SABIC, Maaden, Savola, and several banks. Now 

it has been transformed into an internationally active investment vehicle at the per-

sonal discretion of MbS, with hugely expanded assets under its management (Roll  

2019). They have doubled since 2016 and now stand at USD 300 billion, one-third 

of which is being invested abroad. Further expansion to USD 2 trillion by 2030 is 

planned. By that time, half of all assets – meaning USD 1 trillion – will have been in-

vested abroad. The official goal of the PIF is to diversify state income, attract foreign 

direct investment, and invest in key technologies – such as those related to services, 

tourism, arms, manufacturing, and mining. 

Apart from the SABIC sales fund, inflows for the PIF have also come from cen-

tral bank transfers, sequestrations from business families arrested in the Ritz Carl-

ton anti-corruption drive of 2017, the issuance of debt, and from retained earnings. 

Vision 2030 envisaged the Aramco IPO and dividend payments as a major source 

of capital for the PIF. As such, the Aramco–SABIC transaction has been part of 

the economic and political empowerment of the young crown prince and the fac-

tions that support him – such as Yasir al Rumayyan, the PIF chief executive officer 

who replaced Khalid al Falih as Aramco chairman in September 2019. Conserva-

tive oilmen within the company may well have perceived this as a takeover by the 

notoriously opaque PIF in order to funnel Aramco money into risky pet projects 

of the crown prince’s diversification strategy, such as Uber, Tesla, and WeWork, 

rather than constituting efforts to develop the company’s core business. Shortly af-

ter, Khalid al Falih was also relieved of his post as Minister of Energy and replaced 

by Abdulaziz bin Salman, an older half-brother of MbS.

Vision 2030 and the Aramco IPO

Vision 2030 was launched with much fanfare in 2016, as Saudi Arabia’s master-

plan for economic diversification. Written with the help of international consul-

tancy companies that had advised Saudi ministries in previous decades, such as 

McKinsey, it did not contain anything significantly new in terms of ideas apart from 

the Aramco IPO: building up an industrial sector by capitalising on Saudi Arabia’s 

cheap energy resources, developing the mining of non-hydrocarbon minerals, cut-

ting fuel and electricity subsidies to curb runaway domestic energy consumption, 

creating employment in the private sector for the burgeoning youth population, 

edu cational reform to close skill gaps, the Saudisation of the workforce, and devel-

oping tourism as a labour-intensive sector. All of these suggestions had been ad-

vanced in previous years, if not decades. What turned out to be new was the willing-

ness of MbS, the ambitious son of the king, to walk the talk and actually act on more 

controversial recommendations such as subsidy cuts and the introduction of VAT. 

The years 2017 into early 2018 marked a honeymoon period between the global 

business community and MbS, who had become crown prince in June 2017 when 

he forced his cousin Mohamed bin Nayef to abdicate. Shrewd brand strategists 

christened the inaugural conference of the Saudi Future Investment Initiative (FII), 

held in October of 2017, “Davos in the Desert.” It was marked by hopeful expecta-
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tions and ambitious announcements. The USD 500 billion resort city NEOM in the 

north of the country was launched during the gathering. In a high-profile event 

that was supposed to mark technological prowess and openness, the robot Sophia 

was granted Saudi citizenship. Instead of Wahhabism, there was a taste of projects 

similar to those in Dubai in the air. The international tech and business worlds 

liked what they saw, and rolled out the red carpet for MbS during a lavish US tour 

in spring 2018. They were ready to look the other way when it came to authoritarian 

repression and the humanitarian toll of the Saudi-led Yemen War. These were just 

statistics, to paraphrase the famous dictum of Stalin, but the gruesome murder of 

dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul in October 

2018 was a tragedy that global public opinion could not ignore. The second edition 

of the FII, launched in the same month, was a public relations disaster. No one 

showed up. The honeymoon was over. 

Fast-forward 12 months, and the young crown prince is half-way back in from 

the cold. Populist politicians like India’s President Modi and Brazil’s President Bol-

sonaro were prominent guests at the third edition of the FII. US Treasury Secre-

tary Mnuchin and President Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner, who abstained last 

year, found the air sufficiently clean this time and rejoined Davos in the Desert. So 

did the heads of international banks, who were hoping to earn handsome fees from 

the Aramco IPO, a hope that was somewhat dashed with the downscaling of the 

IPO. Only international media outlets, tech companies, and European governments 

continue to keep their distance. 

With three years having now passed since Vision 2030’s launch, it turns out 

that the Aramco IPO is more about restructuring the economic and political power 

structures in favour of the crown prince and his diversification agenda than it is to 

do with raising revenues. The oil price slump since 2014 has forced Saudi Arabia to 

repatriate assets and issue debt to finance current expenditure, but with USD 500 

billion at hand there are still a lot of foreign reserves left and it does not necessarily 

need the money. It is not so much the one-off sales revenues that are needed for the 

kingdom’s diversification drive, rather the dividend payments that can now flow to 

the PIF – which is akin to an investment and power tool at the personal discretion 

of the crown prince. A second effect is that the IPO is supposed to raise transpar-

ency within the company and expose it to the disciplinary oversight and disclosure 

requirements of (international) capital markets, in a bid to diversify and interna-

tionalise the company and ensure its competitiveness with IOCs.

Thus the Aramco IPO is still connected to the larger diversification narrative of 

the Saudi economy. On the one hand, many of the ambitious statements of Vision 

2030 must be taken with a pinch of salt; on the other, there are some successes 

that form part of longer-term historical trends. The Saudisation of the workforce 

has made progress in some service sectors. Because of a white collar mentality 

and socio cultural limitations for female labour, one will probably never find Saudi 

maids or construction workers – but there are now a growing number of Saudi citi-

zens working as cab drivers, hotel receptionists, and even nurses. 

The diversification drive into petrochemicals, meanwhile, goes back to the 

1970s. It has been successful, and established Saudi Arabia as an international play-

er in the field with numerous joint ventures that would facilitate know-how trans-

fers. The IPO and Aramco’s merger with SABIC might be able to increase synergies 
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between refining and petrochemicals, although the opacity of the PIF could thwart 

the increased transparency that is supposed to come with the stock market launch. 

Tourism, mining, alternative energies, and industry, especially the arms one, 

are cornerstones of Vision 2030. Tourism has been a focus of Saudi development 

planning for a long time now, as it can provide more jobs than the capital-intensive 

petrochemicals and heavy industries. The predecessor of the Saudi Commission for 

Tourism and Antiquities (SCTA) was established in the year 2000 already. Mining 

goes back to the establishment of the state-owned company Maaden in 1997, and 

has successfully expanded into phosphates, bauxite, and the aluminium value chain 

(Woertz 2014). Saudi Arabia also wants to exploit and enrich its uranium reserves, 

which raises proliferation concerns and complicates negotiations with the US over 

a 123 agreement on civilian nuclear cooperation (El Gamal and Cornwell 2019). 

The interest in nuclear power points to a major headache of Saudi develop-

ment planners: skyrocketing domestic demand threatens oil-export capacity. To re-

duce reliance on hydrocarbons in electricity generation, ambitious plans have been 

launched to expand renewable energies – which have become cost-competitive with 

traditional hydrocarbons, though still struggle with the issue of intermittency and 

grid integration (IRENA 2018). To date these lofty goals have been postponed re-

peatedly, while the share of renewables in Saudi Arabia’s energy mix remains negli-

gible. However, it might rise in the medium term given the improved economics of 

renewables (Woertz 2019). 

Finally, Saudi Arabia is seeking to increase its manufacturing capabilities – es-

pecially of arms, the importing of which has grown steeply since 2014. From 2014 to 

2018 Saudi Arabia was the world’s largest arms importer, with a share of 12 per cent 

of the global total according to SIPRI (Wezeman et al. 2019). Saudi Arabia was the 

largest customer of the US arms industry, receiving a 22 per cent share of its exports 

and with the North American country accounting for 68 per cent of its supplies – 

followed by the United Kingdom (16 per cent) and France (4.3 per cent). Germany’s 

share stood at 1.7 per cent, but this fell after 2018 when it implemented an arms 

embargo in the wake of the Khashoggi murder. Planned exports of patrol boats 

from the Lürssen shipyard are on hold. Vision 2030 wants to reduce the reliance on 

imports by allocating 50 per cent of arms expenditure to local manufacturers, with 

the goal to develop Saudi Arabia into one of the 25-largest weapons producers in the 

world by 2030 (Roll 2019). Like India and Turkey, Saudi Arabia wants to go beyond 

traditional purchase contracts and establish industrial depth beyond maintenance 

work and the low-level technology transfer of occasional offset programmes. 

Sociopolitical Changes and Geostrategic Shifts

The Aramco IPO, the transformation of the PIF into an investment vehicle at the 

personal discretion of MbS, and Saudi Arabia’s quest for economic diversification 

are not purely – and potentially not primarily – driven by commercial motivations. 

They are all happening against the backdrop of rapid socio-economic change within 

the Kingdom, of a shifting geopolitical landscape, and of a remaking of the consen-

sus-based politics of the Saudi royal family into a centralised system with the young 

crown prince at its helm – and, indeed, with him having far-reaching presidential 

prerogatives (Sunik 2019). Along with parts of the royal family, this transformation 
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has alienated other (former) pillars of the regime too – such as the clerical estab-

lishment and business families.

Feeling beleaguered by regional rival Iran, Saudi Arabia has embarked on a 

number of ill-fated foreign policy adventures under MbS such as the Yemen War, 

the boycotting of Qatar, and the temporary abduction of Lebanese prime minis-

ter Hariri. When criticised it has been thin-skinned, ready to escalate spats with 

Canada – over a ministerial tweet in support of an arrested Saudi civil society activ-

ist – and with Germany – after then Minister of Foreign Affairs Gabriel criticised 

what he perceived as Saudi “adventurism,” most notably in Yemen. Saudi Arabia’s 

means of retaliation on these occasions were economic sanctions. It suspended all 

new trade and investment relations with Canada, sold Canadian assets, suspended 

flights by its national carrier to Canada, expelled the Canadian ambassador, and 

recalled Saudi students and patients who studied in Canada or sought treatment 

there. In the case of Germany, retribution was not as drastic – but still substantial. 

German companies were excluded from government tenders, and their exports to 

the Kingdom dropped. Saudi Arabia withdrew its ambassador to Germany, and de-

nied accreditation to his counterpart in Saudi Arabia.

In the wake of the Khashoggi murder, Saudi Arabia ended up on the defen-

sive; this might be only temporary though, as it looks for new allies. Thereafter, 

MbS sought to rekindle his international standing with trips to Pakistan, India, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, and China. Commercial relations and mutual recognition of 

non-interference in each other’s domestic affairs provided a welcome contrast to 

Western criticism. In China, MbS explicitly endorsed the country’s repression of 

its Muslim Uyghur population in Xinjiang, saying “China has the right to carry out 

anti-terrorism and de-extremisation work for its national security” (Ensor 2019). 

Asia already imports more than 70 per cent of Saudi Arabia’s oil, is home to a string 

of refining joint ventures, and represents a major trading partner. It remains to be 

seen whether this buyer–seller relationship will morph into deeper partnerships 

that would encompass know-how transfer, education, military cooperation, and the 

trading of arms. 

From a Saudi perspective, Germany – like much of Europe – acts weakly to-

wards Iran; Germany’s arms embargo in the wake of the Khashoggi murder has 

ruffled feathers then. As assets of the PIF swell and it increases foreign investments, 

any regulatory oversight or curtailment of such investments in Germany might be 

perceived as an additional slight. Germany’s arms embargo was an important signal 

against the violation of international norms by Saudi Arabia, but it was ultimately 

rather symbolic because the European country was never one of its major arms 

suppliers. In comparison to Saudi domestic investors and Asian SWFs, German and 

European investors will likely be more risk averse and less important when it comes 

to a successful Aramco IPO. To influence Saudi positions more permanently, Ger-

many would need to gather consensus on the pan-European level when opting for 

sanctions – while also engaging with Saudi Arabia on investments and technology 

transfers in order to make viable and competitive offers within its diversification 

drive, as occurring in areas such as manufacturing, renewables, and tourism.  
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